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Q.-1 : Write the correct letters in the box to complete the  words.

Q.2  The following words have an extra letter in them. identify the letter and write the

word after deleting the extra letter.

(5)

(5)

 Knives are made of this.

 A dog lives in this .

 A deer lives in this.

 opposite of wide

 A horse lives here.

EE

NN

SS

A B

R R

 Conveiniently  = -----------------------------------------

 Innoccent       =

 Memorablei =

 Suspiciuous      =

 Trummpet         =

-----------------------------------------

-----------------------------------------

-----------------------------------------

-----------------------------------------
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Q.-3 : The following words have a letter missing. Rewrite the word supplying the 

missing letter.

(5)

 Q.-4 : Create new words in each word group by choosing correct Prefix from the box

given below and putting them in the right group.

(5)

 AUTO DE        SUR

MAN 

MARKET 

FAST 

NON

GRAPH

PHONE

VISION 

SUPER

SENSE 

STOP

FUNCTIONAL

RAIL

FROST

FEAT FACE

PASS

CHARGE

........................ ........................ ........................ ........................ ........................

Q.-5 : What word can you add to the beginning or end of the words listed in each

group to make a new word :- 

(5)

(able, heart, eye, some, snow).

a. Refrence ................................

b. Festvities ................................

c. Praisworthy
................................

d. Aniversary
................................

e. Sucession ................................
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----  ----  ----  ----  ----  ----  ----  ----  ----  ----  ----  = -----------------------------------------

 Sing - ng +gun -un + nice-ce +fiction - -swer +tea - ea.tion + answer

Q.-6 : Add and subtract letters as per direction to form the remaining spelling 

words to write the correct word.

 Exit - it +cup -up + ice -ce +tin + great -reat.

 Open -en + time -me + mistake - ake +ink - nk + can - an.    

 audio – o +enter - ter +class -lass + even -ven.

 sing -ing +yes - es + not -t +nylon - lon +my - y +so - o.

(5)

----  ----  ----  ----  ----  ----  ----  ----  = -----------------------------------------

----  ----  ----  ----  ----  ----  ----  ----  ----  ---- = -----------------------------------------

----  ----  ----  ----  ----  ----  ----  ---- = -----------------------------------------

----  ----  ----  ----  ----  ----  ----  ---- = -----------------------------------------

a. Beat, Broken, Ache .......................,  .......................,  ......................., 

b. Break, Bodied, Wash .......................,  .......................,  ......................., 

c. Ball, Man, Storm .......................,  .......................,  ......................., 

d. Brow, Lid, Bull’s .......................,  .......................,  ......................., 

e. Awe, Trouble, Where .......................,  .......................,  ......................., 
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Note : All the words are

either in same row or

same column.

S

H

A

R

P

P

X

Q

P

M

R

C

A

W

S

R

A

T

N

Z

O

B

A

N

K

V

T

M

A

J

G

O

L

F

A

G

L

O

R

G

A

N

T

X

Y

Z

W

Y

O

i. ..................................................... ii. .....................................................

iii. .....................................................

iv. ..................................................... v. .....................................................

Q-1 :  Add the pair of alphabets from the box to complete the following words.

AT BB OO AG UR

(5)

iii  R A ......  ...... I T

i    M ......  ...... I C ii   N ......  ...... URE

iv  S C H ......  ...... L v   C ......  ...... D

Q-2 :  (5)'Word Crossy'  

Find any five words from the 'word crossy' given below.

Spelling Bee-2019
Round 1
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Q-5 :  There are wrong phrases written on the boards. Write the correct phrase in the

blanks given.

Turn write

Six par kg

Turn ....................

Six .................... kg

(i)

(ii)

(5)

Q-3 :  Choose the correct suffix 'cious' or 'tious'.

Q-4 : 

There is one silent letter in the given words, circle the alphabet and write it in the box.

(5)

i. Deli ___________                 ii. Ficti __________                

iv. Infec __________            

iii. pre ____________

v. Nutri __________

(5)

-

-

-

-

-

i.   CASTLE

ii. KNIFE

iii. OFTEN

iv. HONEST

v. HOUR

'Silent letters' 
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(5)Q-6 :

Edit an alphabet from the given words to match the pictures on the right.

i.   HEND

ii.  MUNEY

iii. AEROPLENE

iv.  COOT

v.   SHEP

......  ......  ......  ...... 

......  ......  ......  ......  ......

......  ......  ......  ......  ...... ......  ......  ......  ...... 

......  ......  ......  ...... 

......  ......  ......  ...... 

EDIT STATION

Maid in India

Tasty roles

4 buns in wone box

.................... in India

Tasty ........................

4 buns in .................... box

(iii)

(iv)

(v)

42
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Q1. Read the given letter which Laura wrote to her aunt carefully and choose the correct answer for

the four misspelled words: Dear Aunt Betty. Next week, we will celebrate at the carnival. We’ve

been busy decorating a oat. Our thime will be the city of Chicago. The city has many eligant

buildings. We want to ilustrate this on our oat. We were a little off on our estimate of how

long it would take to complete it. It probably won’t be easy, to get this beautiful, decorated

platform out of the garage. Even so, we are looking forward to a terrec day!

Mark only one oval.

Thime/ Elegent/ ellustrate/ Teric

Theme/ Elegant/ illustrate/ Terric

Theime/ Elagant/ illustrete/ Terrifec

Q2. Choose the correct option of the words for the given sentences: 1) Our noisy neighborhood

are very ____________ They throw parties until midnight. I can’t sleep. 2) The ____________

covered the wind shield of the cars in our neighborhood after the snow. 3) The ___________

storm caused the trees to split and fall onto the electricity poles of this town. 4) I ___________

that Joseph will arrive early today. He called to tell me that he overslept this morning.

Mark only one oval.

Irretating/ Blizzerd/ Tempastuous/ pridected

Irriteting/ Blezzard/ Tampastuous/ priidicted

Irritating/ Blizzard/ Tempestuous/ predicted

Mark only one oval.

Oblivious/ Several/ Ingenious/ Melancholy

Oblevious/ Saveral/ Inginious/ Malancholy

Obliveous/ Sevaral/ Ingeniious/ Melencholy

Q3. Choose the correct answer for the set of four words (Spelling wise) out of the options given

below: 
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Q5. Choose the correct option for the set of relevant HOMOPHONES for the given paragraph: As

the early morning ____________ came down like a _______ over the town, they were last

seen going _______ the local _____ chambers before they disappeared from view.

Q4. Choose the correct option for the contractions in the given paragraph: Im hoping to become a

zoologist someday. That is someone who studies animals. Until then I can learn a lot by just

watching the animals that live all around me. There are plenty of rabbits in our backyard.

They’ve built their warren near our fence. I've seen a rabbit hop across the yard. Then suddenly

its gone. It is jumping down the hole into the warren. I can guess what it is like inside. It is got

several entrances. They lead down long tunnels. Then they’ve got nests at the end of the tunnels.

Mark only one oval.

They must/ It was/ It have/ I are

I was/ They must/ They were/ It has

I am/ There are/ I have/ They have

Mark only one oval.

Mist/ Veil/ Past/ Council

Mest/ Vale/ Passed/ Counceil

Missed/ Vail/ Pased/ Coucil

Mark only one oval.

Soccre/ Lightnin/ Hungery/ Monitore

Soccer/ Lightning/ Hungry/ Monitor

Socker/ Litening/ Hungree/ Maunitor

Q6. Choose the correct set of the words (Spelling wise) as given below.
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Q7. Choose the correct option as per the image for the scrambled words given:

1) ORECAROHGHPY 2) ROYHPT 3) EACCIRPT 4) XELLIBEF.

Mark only one oval.

Choreography/ Trophy/ Practice/ Flexible

Choreograph/ Distrophy/ malpractice/ Flexed

Choreographed/ Exstrophy/ Practiced/ Flexure

Mark only one oval.

Orthodoix/ Fesherman/ Autuimn/ Mathamatics

Orthwdox/ Fisharman/ Aotumn/ Methematics

Orthodox/ Fisherman/ Autumn/ Mathematics

Q8. Choose the correct answer with the help of the given clues for the

following words: 1) ____ RTH ____ D ____ X (Strict) 2) F ____ SH ____ RM ____ N

(Hook) / 3) ____ ____ T ____ MN (Harvest) / 4) M ____ TH ____ M ____ T ____

CS (Equation).

Mark only one oval.

da/ se/ kl/ thh

dr/ sp/ cl/ th

de/ sa/ cll/ tt

Q9. Choose the correct set of blends for the given sentences: 1) Next year we will ____ ive to

Florida in our van. 2) Alex came down to earth in a ____ aceship. 3) Please ____ ose the

fridge door when you are done. 4) Simply follow the pa ____ to reach the hill.
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Mark only one oval.

Thankful/ Mercilessly/ circumfarence/ Magnicant

Thanksgiving/ Mercifully/ Circumference/ Magnicent

Thank you/ Merci/ Circumferance/ Megnicent

Q12. Choose for the correct set of answer for the given chopped words:

THAN / MERC / NCE / IFIC / LLY / CIRCU / KSGI / IFU / VING / MAGN / ENT / MFERE.

Mark only one oval.

PINE/ POLE/ RAMP/ LEAN

PEACH/ HOOP/ SHOP/ COPE

SUPER/ STOP/ CHECK/ TAKE

Q11. Choose the set of words, those are made from the word: ‘TRAMPOLINE’

Mark only one oval.

Plastic/ Pollution/ Reduce/ Process

Biodegradable/ Disposable/ Metal/ Pollute

Conservation/ Recycle/ Ecology/ Environment

Q10. Choose the correct set of words from the given set of alphabets:

RCPENCONSERVATIONFHIJ / PMNLCGORECYCLEFG / DLSECOLOGYFGNMTPR /

SENVIRONMENTERNSOLP.

 

Mark only one oval.

Vantage/ Meodern

Ventage/ Mowdern

Vintage/ Modern

Q13. Choose the correct option for the misspelled words as given in the following sentence:

Some of the students wore vintage clothes to the party and some wore modern attire.
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Mark only one oval.

Motal

Mottel

Motel

Q17. Travellers often stay overnight in a M----------- 

Mark only one oval.

Cetalogue/ Mownologue

Catalogue/ Monologue

Catelogue/ Monoelogue

Q14. Choose the relevant set of words (Spelling wise), those are framed by using ‘logue’

Mark only one oval.

Calm/ Accord

Chaos/ Wrestle

Peace/ Truce

Q15. Choose the suitable option for the relevant SYNONYMS as per the given words: ‘Uproar

& Struggle’.

Mark only one oval.

Parliament

Parleament

Perliament

Q16. Choose the correct answer as per the image given: 
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Picture 3Picture 2Picture 1

Mark only one oval.

Q19. Choose the correct option as per the word provided: ' Armchair’

Q21. Choose the correct option according to the context of the given sentence: The winner of the

Vocabulary Bee showed ____________ in the subject. What is your favorite subject in school?

Mark only one oval.

Deduction

Discount

Diminishad

  

Q20. Choose the correct option for the given sentence: At the weekend sale, TV sets were sold

at ______________ prices.

Mark only one oval.

Shipshape

Shipyard

Shipwreck

Q18. Thompson works in a ______________________ 

Mark only one oval.

Excellence

Excellent

Excelence
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Mark only one oval.

Exclamation/ Expedition

Exclemation/ Expedetion

Exclametion/ Expadition

Q25. Choose the suitable option for the correct spelling of the words as per the given points: 

Mark only one oval.

Mejestic/ Faderal

Majestic/ Federal

Majastic/ Fedaral

Q22. Choose the correct option (spelling wise) out of the given words: 

Q23. Choose the suitable answer for the given sentence: Ella is my best friend and

_____________ .

Mark only one oval.

Condent

Condance

Condant

Mark only one oval.

Aadacious/ Athlate

Audacious/ Athlete

Audaceous/ Athllete

Q24. Choose the suitable option for correctly spelt words: 
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I The tour group took a sieigh to a remote location to view an ancient srine.

ii. The 700-page text of the sience fiction novel was dense.

iii. At the farm, I fed the ophaned fol watermelon do he would not starve.

iv. I dread the bleak day my pet will die. As I will mom his loss.

v. My weird grandmother said i was so dirty I might have to bayth in bleach.

vi. The worries of the highest rank know how to wield a sword and hold a shield.

A B C

A B C

A B C

A B C

A B C

A B C

A B C D

A B C D

A B C D

A B C D

A B C D

A B C D

None

None

None

None

None

None

Q.-1 :  DIRECTIONS: Read the sentences below. The underlined word in each sentence is

misspelled. Spell it correctly on the line provided.

(6)

iv. ........ ........ lie ........ e

v. f ........ ........ ........ ........ ........ ........ 

vi. ........ ........ ........ ........ ........ eve

Q.-2 :  Fill in the missing letters to from spelling words.

i.  ........ ei ........ ing

ii. ........ ........ ie ........ e

iii. sl ........ ........ ........ ........ 

(6)

i. Rachel is a very cureous girl. She is always asking questions.

ii. We are trying to perswade him to run for class president.

iii. Jane left her perse at the stadium. We hope someone will return it.

iv. It will be a releef when winter is over and the weather warms up.

v. Kenny wrote a novil. It is two hundred pages long!

vi. It is company policee that all employees wear a name badge.

........................

........................

........................

........................

........................

........................

Q.-3 :  Read each sentence. If an underlined word is spelled wrong, fill in the circle that goes

with that word. If no word is spelled wrong, fill in the circle below NONE.

(6)

Spelling Bee-2018
Round 2
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(5)Q.-6 :  Form new words by adding a letter at the beginning or at the end or both sides of the word.

1.   ever......

      ......ever

      ......ever......

2.   car......

      ......car

      ......car......

3.   eight......

      ......eight

      ......eight......

4.   in......

      ......in

      ......in......

5.   on......

      ......on

      ......on......

Q.-4 :  Unscramble each set of letters to make a spelling word.

i. abcdekol

ii. otbso

iii. divao

iv. stoyo

v. wosreb

vi. talvu

(6)

...............................

...............................

...............................

...............................

...............................

...............................

vii. oolend

viii. plemoy

ix. dezosno

x. voroge

xi. gutohs

xii. twah

...............................

...............................

...............................

...............................

...............................

...............................

i. t a t i o i n s p i l l u s t r a t e

ii. r e p r e a c t i o b s e r v a t i

iii. b e s a s e n t a c t i o n e r e

iv. r e p r e s e n t a c t i o n e r e

v. n i o e a r o b s e r v a t i o n

vi. j u b a n i j i m i i n s p i r e

Q.-5 :  Find and circle the spelling words hidden in each set of letters. Then write them on

line provided.

(6)

.........................................................

.........................................................

.........................................................

.........................................................

.........................................................

.........................................................



Q.-7 :  Circle the misspelled words in the paragraph below. Write the words correctly on the space given.

Interesting events happen at the most unlikely of times. Watching the street on a boring day

can prove to be one of the most entertaining events. Try to be a careful obzurver. You never

know who will walk by. The neighborhood ackter may wondar by rehearsing a monologue.

The wayter from the local restaurant may run across the street to the deli to stock up on extra

vineger. The daily activities of those in your neighborhood can often be quite unusual and exciting.

(5)

6.   pin......

      ......pin

      ......pin......

7.   at......

      ......at

      ......at......

8.   he......

      ......he

      ......he......

9.   an......

      ......an

      ......an......

10.   all......

      ......all

      ......all......

ii. .................................................

i. ................................................. iii. .................................................

iv. .................................................

v. .................................................

Sort each spelling word according to the Latin root it contains. Write the words with the

following Latin roots :

Q.-8 :  audience

credit

insect

education

benefit

dictionary

audio

inject

factory

section

introduce

reflection

flexible

incredible

prediction

objection

reduce

structure

destruction

dejected

(5)
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3. ......................................... 8. .........................................

Q.-9 :  The word ten can be found in all the answer except one (and that has already been

provided for you). Each of the words defined begins at the corresponding number of the

diagram, it may end at or after the following number. That is, each of the words overlaps with

one of more letters of the following word.

(5)

4. .........................................

5. .........................................

6. .........................................

7. .........................................

9. ...........................................

10. .........................................

1. .........................................

2. .........................................

bene

cred

fac

flec/flex

aud dict

65

N

E

T

NET

T

E

N

T

E

N

N E T

TENTEN

1

2

3

4

5
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8

9

10
I.    Something contained; the substance or matter of a

      written work.

ii.   Part of a plant that curls around any nearby support.

iii.  Be attentive; try to hear.

iv.   Not fully worked out or developed; done as a trial;

       hesitant, uncertain.

v.    To make longer; stretch forth; enlarge.

vi.   A relaxation of strained relation or tensions as

       between nations.

vii.  A game for two or four players who use rackets to hit a ball

       back and forth across a net.

viii. To make or become less hard; to weaken or make pliant.

ix.  Tightly stretched or stained; a verb from that expresses distinctions of time.

x.    A grammatically self-contained speech unit consisting of a word.



Q.-2 :  Make atleast six words from the alphabets given in the wheel such that :

(a) All words must contain four or more alphabets.

(b) Central letter must be present in every word.

(c) There must be a six letter word.

(6)

(i) ....................................    (ii) ....................................

(iii) .......................... (iv) .......................... (v) .......................... (vi) .......................... 

UT

S E

AR

N

Q.-1 :  Fill in the blanks with the most appropriate word from the graphic design. (6)

Welcome Well off Welfare

Adversary Advisor Advocate

Inestimably Inevitably Inexhaustible

Reliant Relinquished Reluctant

Minimal Minimize Minimum

Implantation Implementation Implication

(i)   As a teacher, my primary concern is the

............................... of my students.

(ii)  Senator Jones is an ............................... for

a higher minimum wage; She says everyone

deserves to make a fair living.

(iii) If you don't stop overspending, you'll

............................... run out of money.

(iv) I wasn't feeling well, so i was

............................... to go to the party.

(v)  Fortunately, the storm caused only

............................... damage to the building.

(vi) Your idea was good in theory, there were

just a few problems with the .............................

Spelling Bee-2019
Round 2
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Q.-4 :  Twelve words have been broken into three parts and different parts of the words have been put

in the separate boxes join them to get the words back and then write in the blank spaces.

(6)

Q.-3 :  Solve the crossword. (6)

1 2

7

4

9

5

10

3

6

8

DOWN

1. Very brave.

2. In current fashion, up-to-date.

3. Full of people.

5. Showing elegance & poise.   6. Magnificent, brilliant.   9. Above average in size & intensity.

ACROSS

1.   Feeling relaxed and at ease.

4.   Perilous, hazardous.

7.   Assertive, overbearing.

8.   Taking a long time to do a task.

9.   Showing undue desire for money.

10. Fragile, delicate.

(i)    .................... (ii)    .................... (iii)    .................... (iv)    ....................

(v)   .................... (vi)   .................... (vii)   .................... (viii)  ....................

(ix)  .................... (x)    .................... (xii)   .................... (xiii)  ....................

RE

W

OUT

CH

CO

CAN

REST

SHE

HAM

YO

EC

LEA

N

SQ

UP

HEAR

BUR

HO

ON

LE

UA

NG

ES

SE

GER

SPO

G

LV

O

LIN

WK

IR

E

ES

UE

E
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Q.-5 :  Underline the compound word in each given sentence. Then, write the word that form the
compound word

i. In the afternoon, I like to take a walk.

ii. Does anyone know, where I left my purse?

iii. Did you feel the earthquake?

iv. I removed the cobweb.

v. That team is definitely the underdog.

vi. I put all my books in the bookcase.

...................................... ...................................... ......................................= + 

...................................... ...................................... ......................................= + 

...................................... ...................................... ......................................= + 

...................................... ...................................... ......................................= + 

...................................... ...................................... ......................................= + 

...................................... ...................................... ......................................= + 

(6)

Q.-7 :  Fill in the blanks (?) to complete the words.

(i) ? N ? ? O S P E C ? I V ?

(ii) A C ? O ? P L ? C ?

=

=

..........................................

..........................................

Q.-6 :  Follow the clues to get from WET

to DRY on this word ladder. You can

change only one letter each time

to make your next word.

(5)

(5)

To give Money

for Something

There are seven of

these in a week

An Animal you

Keep at Home
A Quick, Light Touch

With the Hand

DRY

A Common English Word

To Have Something 
WET
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(iii) I ? M O ? I L ? Z ? = ..........................................

(v) ? R ? C ? D E

=

=

..........................................

..........................................

(iv) ? R E ? I ? ? T I ? N

Q.-8 :  Combine two words (blending some sounds) to make portmanteau words.

Smoke

Biology

Anticipation

Breakfast

Car

+

+

+

+

+

Fog

Electronic

Disappointment

Lunch

Hijack 

=

=

=

=

=

(5)

............................................

............................................

............................................

............................................

............................................

Guess Estimate Guesstimate

Q.-9 :  Here are few pair of synonyms. Unscramble the words.

(i)    DITNNAGNI

......................................................

(ii)  ULAFW

......................................................

(iii) TELESOMTEM

......................................................

(iv) DOKOECR

......................................................

(v)  DICENTMAERP

......................................................

SCRAMBLED WORD

GYRNA

......................................................

SANATUNLPE

......................................................

VAREB

......................................................

KOOHDE

......................................................

ANDQUARY

......................................................

SCRAMBLED SYNONYMS

(5)
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Q3. Write (Type) the spelling words that contain the smaller words as follows: 1)

Need 2) Son 3) Ray 4) Hum 5) Nag 6) Do.

Q1. Write (Type) the appropriate form (prexes or sufxes) of the words (Bold) as per the

given sentences : 1) She looked ________________. She started to cry (Happy). 2) ). The team

that he supported was able to win the _____________ (Champion). 3) He wants to be a

____________________ when he grows up (Mathematics). 4) The road was too narrow, so they

had to _____________ it (Wide). 5) I think that you should _____________ your decision. It may

not be the best thing to do (Consider). 6) You need a _____________ of motivation, organization

and hard work to realize your dreams (Combine).

Q2. Find and write (Type) the relevant words (can be in any direction), those are according to the

given denitions and can t perfectly in the blanks (Color coding) in the puzzle given below: 1) Brief

conict / Red 2) Divisions or periods of time / GREY 3) Instruments that determine and show

directions / GREEN 4) Hairs that grow o the edges f the eyelids / BLUE 5) Breathes deeply /

ORANGE 6) storage bag carried on shoulders / YELLOW.
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Q5. Find and write (Type) the missing alphabets to complete the given words: ?

IN??AN?E / B??I?E / T?OR?GH / ID?NT??Y / ?A?HT / ?NC??NT.

Q4. Guess and write (Type) the suitable compound words according to the given descriptions as

follows: A small tool to dislodge food from your teeth / A predatory animal that shakes its tail

to warn enemies / It falls down your face when you are crying / Where you go after middle

school / America’s national sport / A small Measurement in a recipe.
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Q6. Read the given paragraph carefully and write (Type) the relevant words, those are in the

scrambled form in the same provided as follows: Tide is an ACIEOILPRD rise and fall of sea due

to ITATNOACTR to a moon and the sun. Day in, day out, the rise and fall go on PDCIBERELTA 

yet on the same time YUITEMOSRS. At one time in the day a sea is a long, long way out,

leaving a huge NEPXSAE of DANS.

Q7. Find and write (Type) the correct set of words as hidden in the given image below.
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Mark only one oval.

Insinuate/ Alley/ Desolate/ Plaintive

Incinerates/ Ally/ Dissolute/ Plaintiff

Incenerates/ Allie/ Dessolute/ Plaintiif

Q8. Choose the correct set of answers for the given sentences: 1) In this building, the city

__________ its trash 2) Britain is an important ___________ of the United States 3) In this

lm, Connie plays a wayward character who is very __________  4) Our neighbor is a

__________ in a civil law case about his fence.

Mark only one oval.

Etiquette/ Miscellaneous/ Guarantee/ Ascendancy

Etiquete/ Mescellaneous/ Guarante/ Ascendency

Etequette/ Miscelaneous/ Guarentee/ Ascandancy

Q10. Choose the set of correctly spelled words: 

Mark only one oval.

Inferenc/ Paguda/ Cumpendium/ Innsignia

Innference/ Pagoyda/ Compenndium/ Inssignia

Inference/ Pagoda/ Compendium/ Insignia

Q9. Choose the correct option for the set of answers for the given denitions: “Reasonable

conclusion drawn from hints or implications” / “Many stories tower built as a temple or

shrine” / “A  short but complete summary” / “Emblem, badge, medal or other

distinguishing mark”
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Mark only one oval.

Agreeing/ Giving

Patient/ Trying

Wanting/ Meaning

Q11. Choose the correct option for the set of two words (Synonyms), those will replace the words

(Bold) as provided in the given sentences: SET I - Be calm and composed in every situation; The

invalid must be given attention. SET 2 - had a very difcult period during his sickness; Pierre's

father advised him that IAS was a career worth attempting. 

Mark only one oval.

Wall/ Finger/ Matches/ Pen

Voice/ Circle/ Games/ Side

Accent/ Eye/ League/ Draft

Q13. Choose the correct option for the set of words that best ts into the sentences (in pairs) as

follows: 1) I did not know Harry was from another country until I heard his ________; She

decided to give her all-blue kitchen a new yellow ________ 2) My right ________ is more

green than my left one; I stuck the green thread through the ________ of the needle. 3) There

are four towns who play little ________ on Thompson Field; The ________ of the speech to

my peer editor; The old barn had a ________ coming through the wooden walls.

Mark only one oval.

Tram/ Tuktuk/ Trolleybus/ Metro

Coco Taxi/ Sky train/ Bus/ Jeepney

Taxi/ Bamboo Train/ Maglev/ Train

Q12. Choose the correct option as answer using the given clues, those are provided in the image below: 
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Mark only one oval.

Untrustworthy/ Crumb/ Prosperous/ Miniature

Untrustwarthy/ Cramb/ Prosparous/ Meniature

Q14. Choose the correct answer for the misspelled set of words out of the options given below: 

 

Mark only one oval.

Diceive/ Foreignars/ Imagenary/ Neel

Deceive/ Foreigners/ Imaginary/ Kneel

Deceiive/ Foraigners/ Imaginery/ Kneal

 

Q16. Choose the relevant answer so as to correct the given error (spelling) in the sentences as

provided: 1) Human nature is such that we easily deceive ourselves 2) Ticket - buying for

foreigners can prove an adventure, too 3) It is an emaginary history of the patriarchs and

their descendants 4) She was obliged ti knel down, and recommence at the beginning.

Q15. Choose the correct option that best completes each of the given sentences. (The words in

the box are part of the same word family. related by the base word “possess.”) 1) The

Emperor was the __________ of many kingdom and riches. 2) He became ___________ with

the idea that he was the most powerful person in the world. 3) The Emperor had great control

over his emotions and exhibited a __________ air. 4) The Emperor has the strong sense of

the extreme importance of gaining __________ of a far situated island.

Mark only one oval.

Possess/ Possession/ Possessed/ Possessor

Possessor/ Possessed/ Possessive/ Possession

Possessive/ Possess/ Possession/ Possessed
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Mark only one oval.

Capecity/ Akute/ Quotiant/ Equater

Capacity/ Acute/ Quotient/ Equator

Q19. Choose the correct option for the set of misspelled words out of the points given below: 

Mark only one oval.

Bobby's / Floats ; Steven's / Stories

Bobbys' / Floats ; Steven's / Storys

Bobby's / Floates ; Stevens' / Stories

Q18. Choose the correct option for the suitable plurals and possessive nouns according to the

given sentences: 1) Bobbys boat boasts the best oat’s from coast to coast. 2) Captain

Stevens storys of the sea seem seriously silly.

Mark only one oval.

Laxurious/ Athletiic/ Creticism/ Incrideble

Luxuriious/ Athlatic/ Critecism/ Incradible

Luxurious/ Athletic/ Criticism/ Incredible

Q 17. Choose the suitable option for correctly spelled words: 

 

Q20. Choose the suitable set of answer as per the sentences provided ahead: (a) We discussed

the multiple literary __________ within the text. (b) Michael __________ the picture for his mother.

Mark only one oval.

Illusion/ Hanged

Allusion/ Hung
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Mark only one oval.

Thourough/ Ambeguity

Thorough/ Ambiguity

Thoraugh/ Ambiguety

Q22. Choose the suitable option for the set of correctly spelled words: 

Mark only one oval.

Animal's/ Mooses'

Animals/ Mooses

Animals'/ Moose's

Q21. Choose the suitable possessives as per the following small description:
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Ans. 6.

(a) Significant 
(b) Exciting 
(c) Optimistic
(d) Audience
(e) Synonyms

Ans. 1.

(a) Steel
(b) Kennel
(c) Grasslands
(d) Narrow
( e) Stable

Ans. 2.

(a) Conveniently 
(b) Innocent
(c) Memorable
(d) Suspicious
(e) Trumpet

Ans. 3.

(a) Reference
(b) Festivities
(c) Praiseworthy
(d) Anniversary
(e) Succession

Ans. 4.

(a) Super
(b) Auto
(c) Non
(d) De
(e) Sur

Ans. 5.

(a) Heart
(a) Able
(b) Snow
(c) Eye
(e) Some
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ANSWER KEY

Spelling Bee-2018

Round - 1
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ANSWER KEY

Spelling Bee-2019

Round - 1

Ans. 6.

(a) HAND 
(b) MONEY
(c) AEROPLANE
(d) COAT
(e) SHIP

Ans. 1.

(a) MAGIC 
(b) NATURE
(c) RABBIT
(d) SCHOOL
(e) CURD

Ans. 2.

(a) RAT 
(b) BANK
(c) MANGO
GOLF
(d) Golf 
(e ) WOMAN

Ans. 3.

(a) DELICIOUS
(b) FICTITIOUS
(c) PRECIOUS
(d) INFECTIOUS
(e) NUTRITIOUS

Ans. 4.

(a) T
(b) K
(c) T
(d) H
(e) H

Ans. 5.

(a) RIGHT
(b) PER
(c) MADE
(d) ROLLE
(e) ONE
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ANSWER KEY

Spelling Bee-2021

Round - 1

1. Theme/ Elegant/ illustrate/ 

Terric

2. Irritating/ Blizzard/ 

Tempestuous/ predicted

 

3. Oblivious/ Several/ Ingenious/ 

Melancholy

 

4. I am/ There are/ I have/ They 

have

5. Mist/ Veil/ Past/ Council

 

6. Soccer/ Lightning/ Hungry/ 

Monitor

7. Choreography/ Trophy/ 

Practice/ Flexible

 8. Orthodox/ Fisherman/ 

Autumn/ Mathematics

 
9. dr/ sp/ cl/ th

 

10. Conservation/ Recycle/ 

Ecology/ Environment

11. PINE/ POLE/ RAMP/ LEAN

12. Thanksgiving/ Mercifully/ 

Circumference/ Magnicent

13. Vintage/ Modern

14. Catalogue/ Monologue

15. Chaos/ Wrestle

16. Parliament

17. Motel

18. Shipyard

19. 

20. Discount

21. Excellence

 
22. Majestic/ Federal

 
23. Condant

 

24. Audacious/ Athlete

25. Exclamation/ Expedition



Q1. a. Outrageous

       b. Virtuously

       c. Liaison

       d. Eaves

       e. Fiasco

Q2. a. Flawlessness

       b. Constellation

       c. Intermittently

       d. Possessed

       e. Familiar

Q3. a. Trail

       b. Eagres

       c. Remote

       d. Canoes

       e. Insect

Q4. a. Reins

       b. Vain

       c. Wade

       d. Vale

       e. Moose

Q5. a. Synopsis

       b. Innumerable

       c. Sufficiently

       d. Legitimate

       e. Equilibrium

       f. Anonymous

       g. Grotesque

       h. Sympathetically

       i. Mesmerize

       j. Corpulent

Q6. a. Discontinue

       b. Esteem

       c. Vigilant

       d. Intensify

       e. Dominance

ANSWER KEY

Spelling Bee-2015

Round - 2
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ANSWER KEY

Spelling Bee-2018

Round - 2

Ans. 6.

You can add suitable alphabet
to get meaningful word. 

Ans. 1.

(i) Curious
(ii) Persuade
(iii) Purse
(iv) Relief
(v) Novel
(vi) Policy

Ans. 2.

(i) Ceiling
(ii) Grieve
(iii) Sleigh
(iv) Relieve
(v) Foreign
(vi) Retrieve

Ans. 3.

(i) C
(ii) B
(iii) A
(iv) C
(v) B
(vi) D

Ans. 4.

(i) Blockade
(ii) Boost
(iii) Avoid
(iv) Sooty / Toyos
(v) Browse
(vi) Vault
(vii) Noodle
(viii) Employ
(ix)  Snoozed
(x) Groove
(xi) Oughts / Sought   
(xii ) What

Ans. 9.

(i)  Content
(ii) Tendril
(iii) Listen
(iv) Tentative
(v) Extend
(vi) Detent
(vii) Tennis
(viii) Soften
(ix) Tense
(x) Sentence

Ans. 5.

(i) Illustrate
(ii) React
(iii) Separation
(iv) Represent
(v) Observation
(vi) Inspire

Ans. 8.

(i)  Audience
(ii) Audio
(iii) Benefit
(iv) Credit
(v) Incredible
(vi) Dictionary
(vii) Prediction
(viii) Faction
(ix) Flexible
(x) Reflection

Ans. 7.

(i) Observer
(ii) Actor
(iii) Wonder
(iv) Waiter
(v) delicatessen
(vi) Vinegar
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ANSWER KEY

Spelling Bee-2019

Round - 2

Ans. 6.

(a) Get 
(b) Pet
(c) Pat
(d) Pay
(e) Day

Ans. 1.

(a) Welfare
(b) Advocate
(c) Inevitably
(d) Reluctant
(e) Minimal
(f) Implementation    

Ans. 2.

(a) Aunt 
(b) Nurse
(c) Rust
(d) Rune
(e) True
(f) Runt

Ans. 4.

(a) Echoes
(b) Coupon
(c) Chair
(d) Canyon
(e) Hamburger
(f) League
(g) Outline
(h) Shelves
(i) Sponge
(j) Squawk
(k) Wrestle
(l) Rehearse

Ans. 9.

(a) Indignant, Angry
(b) Awful, Unpleasant
(c) Mettlesome, Brave
(d) Crooked, Hooked
(e) Predicament, Quandary

Ans. 5.

(a) Afternoon
(b) Anyone
(c) Earthquake
(d) Cobweb
(e) Underdog
(f) Bookcase

Ans. 8.

(a) Smog
(b) Bionic
(c) Anticpointment
(d) Brunch
(e) Carjack

(a) Comfortable

(b) Dangerous

(c) Absolute

(d) Slow

(e) Acting

(f) Arial

(a) Courageous

(b) Modest

(c) Crowded

(d) Grunted

(e) Salesman

(f) Atom

ACROSS DOWN

Ans. 3.

Ans. 7.

(a) Introspective
(b) Accomplice
(c) Immobilize
(d) Trepidation
(e) Precede
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ANSWER KEY

Spelling Bee-2021

Round - 2

1. Unhappy/ Championship/ Mathematician/ Widen/ Reconsider/ 

Combination

2. Skirmishes/ Epochs/ Compasses/ Eyelashes/ Sighs/ knapsack

3. Any (As per the question)

4. Toothpick/ Rattlesnake/ Teardrop/ High school/ Baseball/ Teaspoon

5. HINDRANCE/ BRUISE/ THOROUGH/ IDENTITY/ YACHT/ ANCIENT

6. Periodical/ Attraction/ Predictable/ Mysterious/ Expanse/ Sand

7. Forbidden/ Extinguish/ Social/ Realistically

 

8. Incinerates/ Ally/ Dissolute/ Plaintiff

 

9. Inference/ Pagoda/ Compendium/ Insignia

10. Etiquette/ Miscellaneous/ Guarantee/ Ascendancy

11. Patient/ Trying

 
12. Tram/ Tuktuk/ Trolleybus/ Metro

13. Accent/ Eye/ League/ Draft

14. Untrustwarthy/ Cramb/ Prosparous/ Meniature

15. Possessor/ Possessed/ Possessive/ Possession

16. Deceive/ Foreigners/ Imaginary/ Kneel

17. Luxurious/ Athletic/ Criticism/ Incredible

18. Bobby's / Floats ; Steven's / Stories

19. Capecity/ Akute/ Quotiant/ Equater

20. Allusion/ Hung

21. Animals'/ Moose's

22. Thorough/ Ambiguity
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97



98

90

 

AMRITA VIDYALAYAM, BHAWANI NAGAR, BELGAUM, KARNATKA

 

91

 

ARMY PUBLIC SCHOOL, AHMEDABAD, GUJRAT

 

92

 

ARMY PUBLIC SCHOOL, LUCKNOW CANTT. 

 

93

 

ARMY PUBLIC SCHOOL, NEHRU NAGAR, LUCKNOW

94

 

ARYABHATTA INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL, NH-71, CHEEMA, JODHPUR, BARNALA, RAJASTHAN

95

 

BHARATIYA VIDYA BHAVAN SCHOOL, CALICUT, KERALA

96

 

BHARTIYA VIDYA BHAVAN PUBLIC SCHOOL, LUCKNOW, UTTRA PRADESH

97

 

BHARTIYA VIDYA BHAVAN'S VIDYASHRAM, KULAPATI K.M. MUNSHI ROAD, GUNTUR- 522004

98

 

BHAVAN’S NTPC VIDYA MANDIR, UTKARSH NAGAR, MOUDA

99

 

BHAVAN’S VIDYA MANDIR, KOCHI, KERALA

 

100

 

CALORX PUBLIC SCHOOL, MUNDRA, KUTCH, GUJRAT

 

101

 

CAREER POINT WORLD SCHOOL, BILASPUR, CHHATTISGARH

 

102

 

CEERI VIDYA MANDIR, JHUNJHUNU, PILANI, RAJASTHAN

 

103

 

CHAVARA INTERNATIONAL ACADEMY,

 

104

 

COLVIN TALUQDARS’ COLLEGE, UNIVERSITY ROAD, LUCKNOW

105

 

NATIONAL ACADEMY DAY BOARDING SR. SEC. SCHOOL, ALWAR, RAJASTHAN

106

 

NATIONAL ACADEMY SCHOOL, RAMANATHPURAM, TAMILNADU

107 NAVY CHILDREN SCHOOL, NAVAL BASE, KOCHI

108 NOPANI HIGH SCHOOL

109 PALLAVI MODEL SCHOOL, 414A/B/C/D, PAKALAKUNTA, ALWAL CITY, SECUNDERABAD-500010

110 PARAMOUNT ACADEMY, TARAPUR, MUNGER, BIHAR-813221

111 PEOPLE’S PUBLIC SCHOOL, BHOPAL, MADHYA PRADESH

112 RMK RESIDENTIAL SR. SEC. SCHOOL,  RSM NAGAR KAVARAIPETTAI, CHENNAI- 601206

113 S. N. TRUST’S CENTRAL SCHOOL, NANGIARKULANGARA, KERALA

114 S. R. PUBLIC SCHOOL, ORAI, JALAUN, UP

115 SAIFEE HALL SCHOOL, 9, PARK LANE,, KOLKATA-700016

116 SAMSIDH MOUNT LITERA ZEE SCHOOL, KUDLU, BENGALURU, KARNATAKA

117 SANJAY GANDHI MEMORIAL SCHOOL, LADWA

79  TECHNO INDIA GROUP PUBLIC SCHOOL,  DIST-HOOGHLY, WEST BENGAL, PIN-712246

80
 

THAKUR DASS BHARGAVA, SR. SEC. MODEL SCHOOL, HISAR
 

81

 
THE BISHOP’S CO-ED SCHOOL, KALYANI NAGAR, PUNE, MAHARASHTRA

 82

 

THE GEEKAY WORLD SCHOOL, VELLORE DISTRICT, PIN -

 

632501

 83

 

TIRUPATI MONTESSORI SCHOOL, LUCKNOW, UTTAR PRADESH

 
84

 

UDAI PRATAP PUBLIC SCHOOL, VARANASI, UP

 
85

 

USHA MARTIN PUBLIC SCHOOL, BENGALURU, KARNATAKA

 

86

 

UTTAM SCHOOL FOR GIRLS, SHASTRI NAGAR, GHAZIABAD

 

87

 

V. P.M. 'S  BR TOL ENGLISH HIGH SCHOOL. MITHAGAR ROAD, MULUND EAST, MUMBAI- 400081

88

 

A. P. INTERNATIONAL  SCHOOL,  THANE MUMBAI

 

89

 

AMRITA VIDHYALAYAM, PLOT NO. 83, JANTANAGAR ROAD, GHATLODIA, AHMEDABAD-380061
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